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Abstract

College stligents read short tekts from a CRT as their eye movements were being

monitored. During selected fixations, the text was briefly masked and

reappeared with one word changed. Subjects often were unaware that the word

had changed. Sometimes they reported seeing the first presented word,

sometimes the second presented word, and sometimes both. When only one word

was reported, two facto106 were found to determine which one it was: the length

of time a word was present during the fixation and the predictability of a

word in its context. The results suggested that visual information is

utilized for reading at 4 crucial period during the fixation, and, that this

crucial period can occur at different times on different fixations, which is

referred to as the Variable Utilizationtime Principle. The pattern of
4

-

responses also indicated that the first letter of a word is not utilized

before other letters and that letters are not scanned from left to right

during a fixation;\'

td.
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The Time Course of Visual Information Utilization

'Wring Fixations ip Reading

2

It is Well established that the perception of lettersAnd,worda during

reading takes place entirely during fixations (Wolverton, 1979). *The qdestion

this study deals with is when during i fixatiorvis visual information put to

use in furthering thereading process. First, it is necessary to diatingnish

between the-registration.of the visual pattern omming from the retina on a

given fixation and the utilization of the inforikaficc provided by that pattern

(McConkie, 1983). A light pattern on the retina automatically induces, a

pattern of neural activity in the visual'cortex. This will be !called the

reaistration of the stimulus. Sometime later, the registered pattern has an.

effect on the ongoing reading comprehension process. This willita called the

-

euttlization of information. The question of interest, then, is when this

utilization of text information occurs. This question can be separated into,

two different issues. First, does the utilization of visual information take

place for the entire time the eye is in fixation, or ill there a certain

crucial period within the fixation during which this,utilisation occurs? Thia

will be called the period utilization einestion. Second, is utilization of

all the information during a fixation accomplished at.the same time? That is,

is different information utilized at different times during the fixation?

This is essentially a question of serial versus parallel processing.:It will

be referred to as,the Amumungutilization, question.

One answer to the period of utilization question will be referred to,as

the crucial nerio4,hvoothesis. According to this hypothesis, there is a

4.Ns.
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certain interval, or crucial period, within the time period of the fixation

during which the available information makes its Impact on the `reading

'process. The remainder of the processing then occurs without reference to ibe

visually provided information. If there is a crucial period, it may

consiatently occupy a certain part of the fixation or it may vary from

fixation to fixation: ,Gough's (1972) model of reading, for instance, posits. a

* fixed crucial period. The visual pattern is registered in the form of an

iconl.tormed at the very beginning of a fixation, and the information is then

A

utilized through a read-out of letters from the icon, which occurs for the

remainder of the fixation. Rainer, Inhoff, Morrison, Slowilczek, and,Bertera

(1981) have also argued for a'fixed crucial period ,by showing that ceople can

read if visual information is available for only the first 50 msec of each

fixation. Chey masked the text with fovea' or full-line =Aka at different

'times following the beginning of each fixation, ranging from 0-150 msecl.and

found that the detrimental effects of masking on reading reached'asymptote by

50 msec. Rayner et al.os.results indicate that it is possible to acquire all

the new visual information necessary to continue reading within the first 50

msec of each fixation, but this does not necessarily indicate that visual

information is utilized only during the first 50 maecwhen readers are not

forced to do so.

.The other logical possibility, not proposed in the literature, is that

there may be,a variable crucial period. That is, the crucial period during

which utilization occurs may vary from fixation to'fixation. There may be an

interval during which visual information is utilized, but it may occur at

different times in different fixations. This would occur, for instance, if
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readers use visual information only when they are ready to identify the next

0 word; regardless of whether this it at the-beginning of a fixation or later in .

it.

The alternative to the crucial period hypothesis is that all visual

information influences the reading process throughdut the entire fixation,

from beginning to end. Data relevant to this position oomes from a series of

experimefits conducted by Wolverton (Wolverton, 1979, Wolverte & Zola,, 1983).

While subjects read connected text, the linet of text were replaced for a 30

%
msec period with either a 14ank line, a mask oeX's,.a line of distimilar

text; or i line with visually similar letters. When the replacement occurred

during fixations, at 0, 30, 100, or 200 msec after the fixation began, a

significant increase in fixation duration-dccurred. This indicatep that the'

visua/ system is sensitive to the stimulus pattern throughout the fixation.

It does not, however, indicake when this information it obtained and,used in

reading.

The conclusion from the Rtyner et al. (1981) and Wolverton (1979:

Wolverton & Zola, 1983) studies seems to be that sufficient visual information

to maintain reading can be registered within the first 50 Mee of a fixation,

but thareader is capable of noticing information at any point during the,

fixation. The present study attempttd to determine the period during which

;

information is typically put to use during fixations as people read, without

using a technique which forces this use to occur at a particular time.

With regard to the manner of utilization several hypotheses have been

advanced in the literature. A variety of theorists have proposed tliat letters
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are acquired sequentially, from left-to-right, in sensory input (Geyer, 1970)

or from a fading postexposural trace (Anderson & Crosland, 1933; Harcum, 1967;

Heron, 1957) or icon (Estes & Taylor, 1964; Gough, 1972; Mewhort, Merikle,.&

Bryden, 1969; Neisser, 1967; Sperling, 1963, 1967). Recent evidence (Mewhort,

1974; Mewhort & Beal, 1977) has lead some current theorists to propose that

this scanning mechanism deals with syllables rather than letters (Adams, 1981;

.
Mewhort & Campbell 1981). McConkie (1979) suggests that the region from which

infOrmation is acquired shifts from left to right within a fixation in

reading. Another hypothesis has been that initial letters of words are

proceisea before other letters. For example, Brown (1970) suggested that

there is a."noticing order" for different aspects of the stimulus within a

. fixation, beginning with wprd lengths and initial and final letters. Finally,

several investigators h'eve claimed,that all information is acquired

simultaneously (Estes, 1972; Johnson, 1975; Sperling, 1970).

The cOrrent study is an initial attedpt to answer the period of

utilization and manner of utilization questions. The basic experimental

manipulation was to change the information present in the text at different

times during a fixation, in a way that preserves the continuity of the text,

and then observe what subjects report having read. To do this, Pairs of five

letter.words were identified which differed in only a single letter, e.g.

tombs and bombs. Texts were written into which either one of these words

would fit appropriately, e.g. TIMLNIMIAZground caverns iggra mat 12 house

hidden (10011,11J201), tat Ilan UR constructionial.Otonoed because at lack Stt

funds. The result is actually two texts which differ by a single letter.

Subjects read these texts from a cathode:ray tube (CRT) while their eye

U
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movements were being monitorea. As they read, the single letter was switched

to its alternatiVe partway during certain fixations, e.g. the letter I in

tombs was changed to a 16 making the word bombs. Changing this singe letter

consequently changes the word and the meaning of the text. As the subjects

read, one version of the text was present on the CRT during the early part of

each fixation, and the other version during the latter part of each fixation.

If subjects in this situation always set both words, this would indicate that

utilization of visual information occurs continuously throughout the fixation,

not just during a crucial period. If subjects frequently re only one ot the

words, this.would suggest the presence of a crucial period. In this latter"

case, subjects may show consistency in reporting the first or second word

presented during the fixation, or may show variabilitY in which word they

report. Consistent r3orting.would serve as evidence for a fixed crucial'

period, while variability in which word is seen would suggest a variable

crucial period.

Pilot studies indicated that subjects typically saw the letter change

while they were reading. However, this does not necessarilY mean that

information is normally acquired and used for reading during ttie entire

. fixation. Since the change occurred during a fixation, when the Visual system

is.very sensitive to detecting movement, it is likely that iihe apparent

movement occurring as the letters changed Vas catching the subject's

attention. To help eliminate the attention catching,effects of this apparent

movement, a general disruption of the line of text was produced by briefly

replacing it with a mask of capital X's'while the letters were.switched. The

mask caused apparent movement at AU letter positions ih the line of text, ao
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that attention could not be attracted to a single letter position, i.e. the
N

position at which the change was Made. It was,assumed that under these

conditions, the changing letter wouldikt be detected on the basis of

7

localized movement. Rather, such detection would-indicate eithee sensing of a

.

'difference in the stimulus pattern present early versus later in the eixation,
-

.

or sensing the change in the.word or its meaning. In either case, this would

suggest the use oe the visual information both before and following the mask.

Since the mask should have effects in addition to the effects of the switching

letter manipulation, two control oonditions were used: one wits masking and no

letter change and one with-no display changes at all. Pilot studies indicated

that the shortest mask duration which would be effective was 30 msec.

In regards to the period of utilization, the prediction of the crucial:"...

period hypothesis is clear: if information Is only utilized' during a fixed

interval, then subjects-should consistently report seeing the first or the

second word which was presented during a-fiiationodepending on whether thA

crucial period occurs early or late in the,fixation. If there.is a variable

crucial period, then subjects should Sometimes report seeing the eirst and

soMetimes the second word which was presented.

To investigate the manner of utilization question two.other'spipulations

were added. First, the time of,the display change was varied by using three

.mask onsettimebconditiont. The onset of the mask could occur 50, 80, or 120

msec after'the ohtet of fixation, making,the onset of the alternative text 80,

110, or 150 msec after fixation onset. Second,.the letter which was switching

could occur in thefirst letter position of'the word, e.g. bead's liersus

u,
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heads,',or in the fourth letter* positiOn, e.g. shaky versud,-"shady.'In this

. ',.

situation, .the.left-to-right aerial utilization hxpothedis iakes two #
, ,

-2 - .

.

Oedictions. ,Pirst, thereshguid he'a trend in which word is reporfd Oposs
.

' the three mask onsettimes: As_ mask onset time increased, the firsCword

should be.reporfed-qpre often'4rick the Second word should be reportyliless
7 '

orten. ',That is,:the longer the time the first word' id Present, 'the more

, r

it is that the seguential.scan iould reaeh.the crittchlletter'dUring
; 't\

tliat period. -Similarly, the longerthe time the sedondAtord,is paesentv the.
, .

more likely it is that the sc4h would, reach tit-iitt letter position:during4hat

period: Sebond, the likelihood of reporting the first or secohd rine kented

word'should be different when the fixation onWhidh the:flier/Ply-4s- idehtiiied is
7,r,

. a 4

to the left of the switching letter as compared to when.it is to:the right ON

:
.

the dwitehing'letter. When the fixation is to the right,: the twitching-letter

. .

. a

is on the left side of the visual' field, where the4 scan is believed.tO'beistP,
.p .

, ,

so the scan should,more often reach the.switehing letter.whilcthefirst,worh.
,. .

..

is present. Conversely, When the fixation ito'the left, the switching
%

'1.-A,

letter is to the vightt and will be reached latet in tht-fixatiel.ymakihg it
.

more likely that the sspond-word will be reported. -In other words,,a:dyTmie

tread-in reporang the first or second word shaiild 'appear across thesposition-
,

of the fixation relative to the switching letter. :

If the initial letters of words are utilized before otherlegtérd, then a
- 0 -

,

different predidtion is made. At any mask onset.time4 the'first word should

be more likely to be reported if,the critical letker is the-initial letter of

the word than if it is the fourth letter". The initial-letters-first

,

40 hypothesis also prencte that whether the first or seoond.word is reported

.1
4.

fad
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,
should not be related to the position of the fixation relative to the

switching letter. It might be noted that if left-to-iight scanning is assumed

'to take place on word units, then this differential trend,between words
VW'

switching in the,first and fohrthjetters is els§ expeeted by this hypothesis."

4

r The simultaneous utilization hypothesis predicts an absence of all Of the
4 .

above trendefor single Word'reporting.

tlethods

#

§ubjeqs

5

#

. - Sixteen,University of Illinois undergraduates served as subjecps. They

all had normal, uncorrected vision-, 'were native speakers of English, And were

taid for their participation in the experiment. They hid been' selected so as

not to have certain ocular oefacial 'characteristics whicOlkake,eXe movement
*

monitoring difficult. None of the swijects had previously participated in an

.eye mtvement experiment.
41.

Atoaratus

The text was diaplayed bne line .at a time on a Digital itipment

'Corporation Model VT...11 display unit, having a hardware character generator

with upper and lower case charactfrs. Display.changes'are made in about 3

msec without interruptfng the refresh cycle. The distapce between the subject

and the CRT vies 48 06.1.whithliade one degree of visual angle equivalent to 4

0

charaoter positions. The subject was supplied with a button 'which called up

.the next.line of text onto the CRT. This allowed subjects to read multi-line

t. 1 2 ,

I.14=1111=='
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passages one line at a timeat their own pace, although it was not possible

for them to reread a previous line. Eye movements were monitored with a

tl
Stanford Research Institute Dual Purkinje ImagsEyetracker. Both the CRT and

the eyetracker were interfaced with a Digital Equipment COrporation PDP-11/40

cotputer. The computer was programmed to sample eydposition every

Millisecond.

jlaterials

Ninety-six pairs of short texts were written which were different in

meaning but were physically different in.only one letter. These texts were

created by first ide&ifying paits of'five letter'words which differed in a

single letter, half at the first letter positionand half at'the fourth, and

then writing a context of one to three sentences in which either member of a

word pair fit and made sense at the same pOsition in the text. As a result,

e-

there were two different versions of each text distinguished by a single

letter in one word. The letter which distinguishes the two,texts will be

referred to as the critical letter and the word containing the crAical letter

will be called the critical word, The critical word always appeared at least

sixteen character positions away from the beginning or end of a- line.

In order to assess whether any member of a word pair fit into its

corresponding text more appropriately or waS more predictable than the other

alternative, a norming questionnaire was given to 30 subjects, who did not

participate in the main study. These subjects were given each passage up to

and including the oritical word, but with a blank in the position of the

critical letter. Their task was to supply the missing letter. The results
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were used in later analyses. The texts used in the study along with the

responses from the norming questionnaire for each text are given in 'Blanchard,

McConkie, and Zola (1982).

Sixteen additional short texts were used for the no-mask control

condition. These were texts originally constructed for another study to

contain pairs of five letter words differing in the second or third letter.

In the present study, all subjects saw only one of the two alternative

versions of each of these texts. Likewise, twelve more of these texts were

used as warm-up texts, and nine others as a practice set.

.122A1811

In-this study, display change: were made during fixations in reading.

During each fixation, the text was replaced with a mask for 30 msec, after

which text reappeared for the rest of the fixation. The mask consisted of a

solid line of upper caie.eg°the same length as the line it replaced. The

manipulation divides the fixation into,three periods: a pre-mask, mask, and

post-mask period. The duration of the pre-mask period was determined by the

onset of the mask, which was delayed either 50, 80, or 120 msec after the

beginning of the fixation. The duration of the post-mask period varied

depending on the length of time remaining in the fixation.. In the

experimental condition, when the text reappeared,the critical letter had been

changed, replacing the first critical word with its Alternate. Figure 1

depicts a sequence of displays which appeared during fixations in the

experimental condition. At the beginning of the each saccade, the line of

text reverted to the original line of text, containing the first alternative

t' 1 4
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word. Thus, one word was always present during the early part of the'fixation

.and the other word during the latter part. In the no-switch control condition

(which will also be referred to as simply the control condition) when the text

reappeared after the mask the same critical letter was present. In other

words, in the experimental condition, the alternate line was present during

the post-mask period, while in the no-switch-control condition, the same line

'was present during the pre- and post-mask periods.

Insert Figure 1 about here'

The computer was programmed to make the letter change in the experimental

condition only when a fixation fell within the immediate region of the

critical word. This region was defined by setting three boundaries on each

line containing a critical word. The first, the _enabling boundary, was always

12 character positions to the right of the beginning of the line.. No letter

change occurred until the eyes had fixated at least once to the left of this

boundary. The second, the Initiating boundary, was 11 character positions to

the left of the first letter of the critical word. The first letter change

occurred during the first fixation to the right of the initiating boundary,

provided that the eyes had previously fixated left of the enabling boUndary.

These changes continued on each fixation until the subject crossed the

Isinainating boundary, which was-11 character positions to the right of the

first letter of the critical word. Crossing this boundary terminated the

letter changes, and they did not occur again, even if the eyes later returned
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to the region of the critical-word. .0n all other fixations the mask occurred

at its scheduled time, but the line of text that came on after it was the same

as the text present prior to it.

There were two control conditions and one experimental oondition.in thia

experiment. 'The experimental and no-switch control conditions occurred in the

I

main group of ninety-six short texts which subjects read following the warm-

ups. Seventy-two of these texts were in the experimental condition and

twenty-four were in the no-switch control oondition, 'Which texts served in

these conditions was counterbalanced across subjects, as well as which of the

two alternative words was present at the beginning of each fixation. Each

mask onset time occurred equally often in these two conditions for each

subject. -After the subjects finished reading the main group of ninety-six

texts, they were given sixteen additional texts to read. These texts

constituted the no-mask control condition, in which no experimental

manipulations occurred: the text was never replaced by the mask and the

critical letters were never switched.

Procedure

A bitebar and headrest were used in order.to minimize head movements

during the reading session. Following the adjustment of the eyetracking

equipment, subjects were given the nine practice texts to read, in order to

become acquainted with the experimental task. If there were nq further

problems with eyetracker adjustment,at this point, the experiment continued

with the reading of,the main group ofotexts. Subjects read these texts in

-

twelve trials of nine-texts each, which included.a warm-up text placed at the

0L 16
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beginning of each A short rest was taken between trials. After

reading the main group of texts, subjects read the,sixteen no-maek control

texts in two trials.

After reading each text four test wordsappeared on the CRT, one at a

time. The subjects were instructed to indicate, for each word, whether or not

it had appeared in the immediately preceding text. They did this by pressing

" one of two buttons, one to indicate "no" and the other to,indicate "yes." No

4

feedback was given as La the correctness of the responses. Two of the four

test words were the two critical words. The other two test words, like the

two critical words, differed by only a single letter. However, only one of

these two foil words was actually present in the text. Note that in each test

eet.for texts in the experimental condition, three test words had actually

been in the text and one had not. In the no-switch and no-mask control

conditions only two of the four test words had been present in the text. The

rder of presentation of the test words was randomized across texts.

Before reading the warm-up texts, the subjects were told about the mask

and were given instructions on how to respond to the test,words. ,They were

also told that words would oecasionally change. It was emphasized that they

shotild respond "yes" to all words they actually saw. After reading the warm-

up texts, subjects were asked if they had seen any words change. After they

had read the main group of texts in the exPerimental and no-ewitch control

conditions, the subjects-were again asked if they had seen any words change.

;- 17
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$esoonses to the Test Words'

1.5

The principal data consists of the critical word or words subjects

reported seeing. The'term "response" will be used to refer to which critical

word or words subjects reported seeing on the test presented io them after

reading each text. That is, a response may consist\of reporting the first

presented word,'the second presented word, both words, or neither word. Of

the responses in the experimental condition, 65% were reports of only one of

the criti al words: 29% were reports of the first presented word and 36% were

reports of the second presented word. All subjects showed this same pattern

of sometimes reporting the first word and sometimes reporting the second, with

the first word being indicated by different subjects from 11% to 46% of the

time and the second word from 19% to 51% of the time Even though subjects .

were informed of the display change before the experiment, they frequently

were unaware that a change had taken place. Subjects°, estimates of how often

they saw changes indicate they were,aware of them only on a minority of the

experimental texts.

That subjects were frequently unaware of a change and that they usually

reported seeing only one of the critical words suggests a crucial period

hypothesis. Furthermore, the pattern of results also auggests a variable

crucial Deriod, since subjects sOmetimes reported seeing the first word and

sometimes,the second. In particular, contrary to,the findings of Rayner et

al. (1981), the crucial per;iod Often occurs,after the first 50 msec of a

fixation. Of the instances where the second word was reported, that word was
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never yresent during the first 50 msec. In fact, in 12% of those cases in

which the.second word wai reported, that word was present only in the last\,30

msec or less of,the fixation.,
N\

The tovorFigure 2 shoWS the Aequencies of reporting the first, second,

or both words for each mask onset time in tne experimental condition. These

frequencies are significantly different (x42) = 102.58, .12-,..0) and show a

trend, viz, the longer the time the first word was present, the more likely it

was to be reported and the less likely the second word was to be reported.

This is again consistent with the variable crucial period hypothesis, for the

longer the first word was present, the greater the likelihood that it would be

present at the time the information from thit word position was utilized in

reading.

Insert Figure 2 about here

To evaluate the accuracy of subjects' responses and the possibility of

response biases, the pattern of responses in the experimental oondition was

compared to the pattern of responses in the no-switch control condition, where

only one.of the two critical words 'presented during the test was actually

present in the text. In the no-switch control condition, subjpcts accurately

selected only the criticWword that was present 78% of the time,,only the

word not Present 4% of the time, and both words 13% of the time (see'the

bottom of Figuvs 2). *This indicates that the similarity between the two

critical words did not 6reatly impair subjects,.abiliti to choose the word

19.
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they actually saw. More of the errors ire cases whe're sutjects-Chose both

words rather than only the incorrect word. Both words may sometimes have been

chosen' because the subject could not go back and change an earlier response..

Note also that the frequency of choosing both words is much higher in the

experimental than in the control condition, suggesting that subjects were

often choosing both'words in the experimental condition because they saw both

words, not bacause they were undtrtain. In general, the accuracy of responses

in the no-switch control indicates that the effects in the experimental

condition are not caused only by errors or response biases.

Turning now to the manner of utilization question, the results of this

study do not sllow a complete answer, but some hypotheses can be ruled out.

First, the trend shown in the top of Figure 2, which is consistent with a

variable crucial period hypothesis, is also consistent with a left-to-right

scan or an initial-letter-first order of processing. A left-to.erigErserial

letter scan hypothesis makes the other prediction that the word preSent early

in the fixation should be more frequently i'eported when the fixation is to the

right and the word present latbr in the fixation should be more frequently

reported when'the fixation is to the left of the critical letter, as explained

earlier. There is no evidence of such a pattern in the actual data, shown in

:Figure 3. The probability of reporting a single word, be it the first or

secore word, is the same whether the fixation.is to the left or to the right

of the critical letter. These results do not support the serial letter scan

hypothesis.

O!'
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they actually saw. More of the errors are cases where subjects chose both

words rather than only the incorrect word. Both Words may sometimes have'been

chosen because the subject'could not go back and change an earlier response.

Note also that the frequency of choosing both words is much higher in the

experimental than in the control condition, suggesting that subjects were

often choosing both words in the:experimental condition because they saw both

Words, not because they were uncertain. In general, the accuracy of responses

in the no-switch control indicates that the effects in the experimental

condition are not caused only by errors or response biases.

Turning now to the manner of utilization question, the results of this

study do not allow a complete answer, but some bypotheses can be ruled out.

First, the.trend shown in the top of Figure 2, which is consistent with a

variable crucial period hypothesis, is also consistent with a left-to-right

scan or an initial-letter-first order of processing. A left-to-right serial

letter scan hypothesis makes the other prediction that the word present early

in the fixation should be more frequently reported when the fixation is to the

right and the word present later in the fixation should be more frequently

reported when the fixation is to.the left of the critical letter, as.explained

earlier. There is no evidence of such a pattern in the actual data, shown in

e
.

Figure 3.' The probability of reporting a single word, be it the first or

second word, is the same whether the fixation 13 to the left or to the right

of tbe critical letter. These results do not support the serial letter scan

hypothesis.

I
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Insert Figure 3.About here

The hypothesis that the initial letters of words are utilized earlier

than other letters predicts that the critical:word present during the first

part of the fixation should be'reported more often in words having the first

letter changing than in wordi having the fourth letter chagging. However, the

data do not show this pattern. The;first word was selected alone 25% of the

time when the first letter was changing and 33% of the time when the fourth

letter was changiflg. Likewise, the second word was selected alone 37$ of the

time when thefirst letter was changing anC35% of the time,when the fourth

'.1etter was changing. So there is very little difference in the pattern of

single word responses for words having the first or rourth letter changing,

and the small differences that exist are in tqe direction opposite that

predicted by this hypothesis. Figure 4 presents the frequenej, of reporting

the first, the second, and both words, in each mask onset time in the

experimental condition, for each critical letter position. The paiterns of

responses for the tWo classes of words are very similar.

fr

Insert Figure. 4 about hero-

These data were analyzed as a three dimensional frequency table,usigg the

method of log-linear models (Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland,. 1975; Everitt,.

1971). The three variables in the table wete mask onset time,.oritical letter.

22
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position and response, where response was Classified as first or second word

choden; only single word responses were included in this analysis. Tests'of

partial association were 'computed for all the two-factor interactions and the

three-factor interaction. Two of the Ehree first order interactions Were

significant, the interaction between mask onset time and response (x2(2) =

105.64, - 0) and the interaction between response and critical letter

position (x2 (1) r.,4.52, = .03).. There was no significant second order

interaction between the variables (X2 (2) = 1.651 = ..44). When each of theI'

three possible modelsWhich contain the significant interaction termS are

fitted to the data, the model Containing only the mask onset time by response

term (and all the lower ordO terms) was sufficient to explain the observed

S.

; .

effects (x2(6) =.7.98). The other two models did not provide a significantly

improved fit. The differences in observed frequencies can be accountedlor

strictly on the basis of the effect of-the mask onset manipulation on

response. This effect is the same for the words having the first letter

switching as for the words having the fourth letter switching. The data do

not suppok the hypothesis that initial letters are processed before.other

:ex

letters of a word.

What Determines Which _Word is-Reported? 4,

V.

Furbher,analyses were done in an attempt to identify some of the factors

which determined whether' subjects reported having seen the fi-rst, second, or

both criticai words. One factor is the length of time a word is present

during a fixation. As discussed above, the trend shown in,the top of Figure 2

indicates that thalonger-the first word is present the more likely it is to

2 3
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.be reported and the less likely the second word is to be reporteo6 A further

analysis was_done to see ir this same effect can be observed for the duration

of the second word. Unlike the duration of the first word, which was fixed by .

the meek onset time, the duration of lie second word varied depending on the

fiiation duration. In order tb determine the length of time the Second word

was present, it is necessary to identifythe fixation on which the critical

word was identified. McConkie, Zola, Blanchard, and Wolverton (1982) have

shown that.in cases where a five letter word is fixated onay once', that

fixation is typically the one which provides the visual information for the
^

,perception of that word. Thereforef instances were selected from the present

data where there was only a single fixation on the critical word. This

yielded 500 fixations, which were used to calculate the durations ofthe

second words. Second word duratiqns longer than 330 msec were excluded. The

remaining durations were,grouped into intetvals of 30 msec each, and the

.probability of reporting,the first. wOrd, the second word, and,both words was

calculated-for fixations in each interval.. This is presented in Figure 5A It

is clearthat as the duration.of the second word increases, the likelihood:of

reporting,the second word increases and the likelihoodsof reporting the first

word decreases. The likelAhood of reporting both words does not change

4
systematically witg bhe duration of the second word. The point biserial

correlation between the,second word durations 'and reporting the second word

was .19 Ca = .001). ihe correlation between the second word durations and

reporting.the first word was -.25 (R. = .001). 'Although the second word was

present for much longer times than,the first word, the likelihood of,reporting

thatjword°continued to increase.even at very long duistions.

24
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Insert Figure 5 about here
,

:

I.

, .

The predidtabitity of the critical word in its textual context,is *other. -

, fac tor which determines which ward is reported. Predictability was-

Ascertained through:the norming quettionnaire decribéd earlier. The
. .

percentage of questionnaire subjects who guessed each Word,Trom its preceding,,:):.,'
I

context plus all the'letters exeept the critical letter was used as a measure

*

of the predictability of that word. The pre4ictabi1ity of a word was

significantly correlated with the percentage of responses where the'Wor4 was

-chosen alone Ct = < .01). There was alSo a significant correlation
4

between.predictability and the percentage of respOnse9 Where the word was'

. ,

absen alone given that tile word was presented first,in the fixation ( C ='.38i-

11"X .01), and given that it was presented second in the fixation (c = .30, a <

4

.01). 'The more predictable a word was, the more likely the word was to be,

reported, regardless Of whether that word was the first or second word

presentea, In the control oondition, there wah a smaller cbrrelitionjetween

the predictability of a word and the-percentage of responses where the word

was dorrectly identifiedas the only one that appeared in,the teXt'CL =-.19,

< .01). In contrast., the predictability of iword did not correlate .(z = TOO)

'with the percentage of responses where both words were chosen in the

experimental condition.

4 Nsr

,r-

. A yariable which did correlate significantly with the'percentage of

both-word responses was thelvisual similarity of.the critical letter pair.

25
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The measure of similarity'was taken from Zola (1982, Table 3.2, p. 113).

Zola,'using the same equipment and type font As in this study, presentel

22

subjects with pairs of lower case letters and had them respond "samen. or'
.

'"different." The.medián latencies for.a respónse of "dIfferent7 -was used as a

measure of viSuai similarity for tha critical letter pairs used here: The

correlation between simiririty and both-word responses was negative (t =

< .01) indicating that'the. more dissimiar A twO critigel words-," the more

likely it was that both word" were reported. When letterg were visually

dissimilar, the dfspray change may have.bhen more noticeable'and subjects'

attention may have tendedio be attracted to the change, causing then to see

both words more often. Alternatively, it may be that when the visual system

'receives discrepint information about a mord, it tends to construct a single',

unifApd percept when the (discrepancy is small, such as when the,critical

letters are highly dimilar,'but when,the discrepancy is large, a unified

percept cannoi be formed,Nso the subject becomes aware Of the presence of two

words during the fixation.:

- -Effects on_Eve Movements

,

.
,-

First, the'effects of briefly masking the text, independent of the

switching letter manipulation, were'determined by comparing the no-magt

'control condition to theno-switch control'condition. Summary.stitistics for

tt

mask and,no-mask data- arelipresentedin Table 1. Taking all fixation durations

-lets than one second, the mean for zthe masked control condition f3 '20 mae0

.-longer'than the mean for the no-mask condition (t. (10875): 9401, .2 < .001).

Readers also made shorter saccades and"more fixations in the masked condition,
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but there was no difference in the percentage or length of regressive

saccades.-

Insert Table 1 about here

Next, to determine the effect which the switching of the critical letter

had on fixation durations, independent ofthe effects,of the mask, the

experimental condition was compared to the no-switch control condition.. The

-fixation duration data were selected in four different ways. Prior to,the

selection process, fixations were excluded from the data set if they occurred

during a disturbance in eyetracking, had durations longer than oa second, '

were preceded by a regressive saccade, or were rereads, which are fixations

preceded by a forward saccade but occurring when the eye has already fixated

farther to the right on the current line: First fixations whieh were the

only fixltion on the crifical word were selected for analysis. This will be

raprred to as the single fixation data. These fixations are the most likely
1

tO have besp,the fixations on which ths critical word was acquired (McConkie

et al., 1982). However, because this selection Procedure produced a Small

4. O

data set, a.more liberal criterion WS also used. This involved electing
-..i

fixations which were the first fixation on the critical 'worcf. Th: first
,

fixation could be the only fixation on the irord or there co ld.be several

refixations f the word after the first fixation._ The firat fixation ,data,

contains twee fixations on which information from the cr tical word was

acquired, but it also may contain a larger percentage of fixations on which

27
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the critical word was not acquired. Next, those:fixations which immediately

preceded fixations defined as the first fixation were selected for analysiS.

This will be referred to as the prior fixation data. And finally, those

fixations which idmediately followed first ftxations, whether they were on the

critical word or not, were selected for analysis. This will be referred to as

the =ulna fixation data. Most fixations on which the critical word was

acquired should have been included in one ofcthese last three categories.

40
Analyses of variance were done on means calculated from the raw data for each

cell in a matrix defined by the crossing of alljactors with the subject

factor, in order to alleviate problems with the unbalanced design and to

equalize each subject's contribution to the data.

'-Insert Table 2 about here

The mean fixation.durations in the experimental and no-switch control

conditions for each of the four data-Sets are presented in Table 2. A

repeated measures analysis'of variance was performed on fixation durations for

each of these data sets. The factora were Condition, Mask Onset Time, and

Critical Letter. Position (first or fourth letter). Although there was no

switching letter in the no-switch Control, the data can be classified on this

factor since the single word that waS present belonged to a group differing in

either the first or fourth letter. Mean fixation durations were longer in the

experimental condition than in the control for the first fixations (JE (1,15) =

7.05, g = .021, and the single fixations CE (1,15) = 0). The
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following fixation data showed the same pattern, but did not reach

significance ( E (1,15) = 1.56, = .23). The prior-fixation data showed the

opposite effect, with the experimental conditions being shorter than the

control ( E (1,15) = 7.51, = .02). It may-be that the switching letter is

sometimes noticed in the periphery on fixations prior to the fixation on which

the word is identified. The perceiVed movement may cause attention to be e.

drawn to the critical word, so the prior fixation is terminated early and the

06,

next fixation is sent to the critical word. Further research is needed to

investigate this phenomerion.

The only other significant effect was the Condition X Mask Onset Time

interaction in the analysis of single fixations, (2,30) = 3.56, a= .04.

This suggests a differential effect of mask onset in the.experimental and

control conditions, but the data, pattern do not suggest any Clear

interpretation.

The frequency of regressive saccades is the two conditions was also

examined. The percentage of regressive saccades initiatedewithin.5 character

positions to the left or right of the critical letter position is 21% in the

no-switch cOntrol condition and.30% in the experimental condition. Also,

fixations f011owing regressive eye movements are 23 wee longer in the

experimental conditions than similar fixations in the control conditions, a

significant difference ( E (1,15) = 8.85, 2 = .61).

In summary, the presence of a Mask inflated fixation durations by 20

msec, and the occurrence of a letter change increased the durations of the

fixations on which the words were perceived by another 23 msec. The duration
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of the prior fixation was reduced by 11 msec.

Zye Movement Effects Asicciated with Tvpe of Response

The fixation duration data for the experimental condition were classified

according to the type of response made to the corresponding test items. The

metn6.for the prior, first, following, and singlefixation data are presented

in Table 3 along with.the means-for all responses in the no-switch control

condition. These means were compared to means for the experimental data

grouPed into two response categories: reporting only one word and reporting

both words. A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance.was dome on the

Igoe
raw data with ttis three level Type of Response factor. The mean fixation

1

durations for.the single-word, both-word, and control (all response types)

groups were not significantly different in the prior fixation data, E. (2,28) =

= .19, or in'the following fixation data, E (2,28) = 0.85, it = 44
1

The Means were significantly different in the first fixation data, E (2,28) =

1

- 0, and in the single fixation data, (3145) = 7.18, Q. 0.

.Multiple comparisons for each possible pair of means were performed using the

Bónferroni statistic. For the analysis of first fixations, the-critidal

v$lue of twists 2.55 using a .05 levek of significance (two-tailed). The

both-word mean was significantly different from the control itePan and the

single-word mean, but the control and single-word means, however, were not

significantly different. For the single fixation datat'the critical value of

1; was 2.76, using the .05 level, and the pattern of significance of the

pairwise contrasts was identical to ihe pattern in the kirst fixation data.

It appears that the inflation of fixation duration caused by the switching

1 3t)
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letter manipulation is limited to cases where,the subject reported seeing both

critical words. This suggests 'that there,may be no disruptive effects of the

switching letter when only one word is perceived.

Insert Table 3 about here

An analysis was also done with the single-word response category

separated into first-word-only and second-word-only responses, i.e. a four

level Type of Response factor. The means for the fiist-word-only and second-

word-only responses in the first and single fixation data are presented in

Table 4. The first-word-only mean is shorter than the control mean (refer to

Table 3),,whereas the second-word-only mean shows a substantial inflation

relative to the control, comparable to the inflation in the both-word mean.

In the pairwise contrasts, done in the same way as above, the second-word-only

mean was significantly different from the control, in both the first and

single fixation data, while the first-word-Only mean was not significantly

different. This difference between the first-word-only and second-word-only

means is expected because of selection effects. On shorter fixations, the

:first word is likely to be present for the most timeL and on longer fixations,

the second word is likely to be present for the most time. Since the longer a

word is present, the more likely it is to be reported, this means that

partitioning fixations on the basis of which word was seen will result in a

fixation duration difference of the type observed.

31
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Insert Table 4 about here .

Discussionk

The results are consistent with the variable crucial period,hypothesis,

SubjectiOften reported a single word, suggesting that they were utilizing

information that was available at some specific time during the fixation.

Subjects did not consUtently report seeing the first or the seoond word,

suggesting that this crucial period occurs at different times during different

fixations. Further evidence for this hypothesis is found in the fixation

duration data: when subjects reported seeing a single word, the durations of

their fixations were similar to those of the control group, providing no

evidence of a disruptive influence resulting from having two words present on

a single fixation. There do not appear to be effects on fixationduration

which could be ascribed to unconscious recognition of the unreported word.

This is quite different from the case where subjects reported seeing both

words. When that happened, the fixation durations were-increased

.substantially, suggesting a disruption of the normal reading process,

Perceiving two words during a fixation Clearly had different consequences on

reading than did perceiving only one, which was apparently the more frequent

Case.

0'

The variable crucial period hypothesis can also account for the finding

that the longer a word is present on the screen the more likely it is to be

reported. Since utilization iS assumed, to take place at some specific tAme
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.
during the fixation, the likelihood that a given word will be preient at that

time varies directly with the length of time that die word is. present. In

asking why it is that a given-word is utilized at one time rather than another

during the fixationosit seems likely that this is based on-language

processing: The information provided by a word is brought into play in the

ongoing reading process when it is needed to advance the comprehension of the

text.

There are also several ways in which the variable crucial period

hypothesis can account for cases where both words were reported. First, it

may be that on occasions a word was attended at two different times dUring a

fixation. Second, it may be that sometimes a ward was attended during the

period in which the display change took place, so both words were seen.

Finally, the mask might have failed sometimes to direct attention away from

the critical letter position, allowing the changing letter to be detected on

the basis of localized movement.

The results provided no evidence for a left-to-right sequence in

utilizing different parts of the text or for the initial.letter ofe word

heing.acquired prior to other letters..'A left-to-right serial scan of

letters, syllables, or,letter predicted that the likelihood of

reporting the first and seoond ward should differ'with the position of the

fixation relative to the critical letter. Instead, the likelihood of report

was the same across fixation position. The hypothesis that initftl letters of

words are utilized first predicted that the trend in reporting single-words

across mask onset time would differ depending on whether-the first or the

33
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1

fourth letter was being changed. No such difference was found.

Another factor that influenCed the likelihood of reporting a word was its

contextual predictability. Predictabiliiy could have its influence at

perception or during the procees.of making a response. For several reasons,

it seems likely that the influence of predictability in the-experimental

condition is not completely explainable by response processes. Subjects might

have chosen the more predictable words from the critical word pairs shown at

test because the more predictable worde had a stronger connection to the text.

If a guessing.bias such as thie had-occurred it should have equally effected

the responses in the no-switch control and experimental conditiOns. However,

the magnitude of the coirelation was smaller in the control condition,

suggestingthat, although response effects may be completely responsible for

'the influence ofpredictanility in the control condition, a combination of

perceptual and response effects are responsible for the Influence of

predictability in the experimental condition. ,It could also be argued that

subjects were deliberately choosing one word in the experimental oondition

because of demand characteristics in the experiment, that is, they might have

deliberately chosen the more predictable word, even though they actually saw

two words. Although, if this were the case, a higher correlation would be

,expected in the experimental oondition, the demand characteristics &planation

is inadequate for other reasons. Subjects were completeli informed orthe

manipulation, and were told that they oould report both worda; And, in fact,

on a third of all the responses, subjects reported seeing both words, and each

subject did report both words sometimes. If demand characteristics were at

all a factor, they could not have been very important.
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Predictability, therefore, seems to be influencing which critical word is

utilized in the expeftmental condition. One Wny in which this might occur is

through predictability speeding the .perception of words (Tulving & Gold,

1963). Morton (1969), for instance, suggests that.the activation level of

logogens for more predictable words are raised, so that the threshold.for

perception of the word is reached more quickly by the additional activity,

resulting from the visuat pat'tern of the word. If this were the badis for the

predictability effect observed here, then the correlation between the

predictability of a word and its being reported should be particularly high

for the initial words when presented for only 50 msec. This,correlation

: should drop when the initial word is present for longer periods of time,

because at the longer times low predictability words should be perceivbd as

well as high predictability words. An examination of these correlations shows

exactly ihe opposite pattern. The correlation between predictability and the

percent of time.the initial word is reported is .02 when it is present for 50

two, .28 (ja < .01) when present foe 80'esec, and .39 (.,a < .01) for 120 masc.

Thus, thedata do not support the,hypothesis,' and are counter to what would be

expected from the logogen model. If predictability is influeneing-perception,

it must be doing so in some manner other,than by determining the speed of

perception.

The effect of predictability can be explained within the frameworks of an

interactive theory of reading (Rumelhart, 1977) or theories involving

production systems (e.g. Just4 Carpenter, 1980.. These theories share a

common feature: higher level processing essential to the comprehension of the

text respond's not only to the presence of encodings driven by visual input,
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but also to other information available from previously read text, and to

prior knowledge about language regularitiesp.characteristios of textse and

characteristics of the world. At the moment when such higher level processing

occurs an informationconfiguration exists which includee both visually

provided elements and elements from previous knowledge. These:theories which

assume that a certain source of inform5V.on is brought into play only-at a 4

certain time, with that time dependent upon other aspects of the cognitive

configuration, also include an implicit assumption of the variable crucial

"period hypothesis. Perhaps it would be more appropriate, 'in these cases, to

speak of such theories as including the assumption of a Variable Utilization

Time Principle; that is, Information is used at a specific time which is

determined, in part, by factors other than the presenee of that information.

Theories which include the assumptions described above can account for

both the effect of predictability and the evidence for a variable crucial

period in the.following way. At the beginning of a fixation one word becomes

present torthe system.. Partway through'the fixation there is a mask, which is

not assumed to erase the previously presented pattern, but 'only to overlay it

wfth an additional configuration (cf. Eriksen & Schultz, 1978). Thirty msec

P
later a third pattern appears, the same.as the first but with one letter

changed. Again this adds to the /isual configuration present. The presence

of two words in the same location is likely to result in a stimulus

configuration which. may not be completely determinate. Depending on when the

crucial period occurs, that is, when the information from that word position

is.brought into play in higher levels of processing, the visual information

may clearly specify one word or may provide confL;cting information. If the

36
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crucial period occurs early in-the fixation, before the aecond word has

appearea, the visual configuration will be completely determinate far the

first word. Late in the fixation, when the second word ia.present,

information from the first pattern has faded, making the visual configuration

, determinate for the second word. If the crucial period occurs soon after the

mask and the onset of the second word, the visual configuration-will include

conflicting inforeation from the first and sepond wards. With conflicting

information, either of two things might happen. If the two patterns are quite.

discrepant, the reader may become aware of two,words. Where the two patterns

are less tiscrepant, the decision concerning the word present may be strongly-

influenced by non-visual information sources, given the fact that the visually

provided information is less determinate than usual. In this situation,

language constraints and contextual factors play a greater than normal role in

determining which word is perceived, thus producing the observed effect of

predictability. Obviously, for this explanation to hold, we must assume thai

the added processing time required in selecting a reading for a word, when

4

this reading is more heavily determined by contextual factors than ii normally

the case, must be minimal. Otherwise, we would expect to.see effects on the

fixation durations which in fact were not found.

This study'suggests hit) theoretical constructs that should be included in

theories of reaaing. The first is the Variable Utilization Tile Principle, as

a basic principle in the use of visual information during reading. Second is

the assumption that.the processes involved in reading can be divided into two

sets; those that are driven directly by the stimulus.configuration on the

retinal and thoae that are involved in the comprehension of the language. The
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first set provides a representation, at some presently unknown level, of the'

visually provided information, and the second can be influenced by that

information. However, the time of this influence is not determined by when

-the visually provided information becomes available.

There are situations outside the domain of normal reading in which the

seoond set of processes are set to respond to the visual information as soon

as it becomes available. Identifying words from tachistoscOpic presentation

would be a prime example of this. If no'contextual constraint is provided, no

action can be taken toward accomplishing the task until the visual information

beoomes available. Cognitive processes in such tasks ean bethought of as,

being driven rather,directly by the visual-stimulus, and their timing

characteristics cedi be measured with respect to the onset of_that stimulus.

In more complex task's like reading, however, higher-level oognitive activities

are on-going, and the time of utilization of the visualli provided information

depends on when the system is in an apprOpriate state to respond to it. This

suggests that it ie inappropriate to think of a fixation in reading as

analogous to a tachistoscopic presentation, aa has been so common in reading

research. It also clarifies the relation betwrn tachistoscopic research and

reading research. There are undoubtedly certain processing characteristics .

that are common to a person's response to a tachistoscopic presentation, and

to a fixation made during reading. The characteristics in common willbe

those that are automaticelly produced in responme to retinal stimulatIon,

.

those by which visual information is provided t9 the system. However', at the

present time we do not know how far this automatic processing proceedst

Whether it results in the latent.arousal of word meanings, or only in the

38-
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,arousal of some letter or word level obdes, must be a matter for future

research.. Finding the answer to this question sill help us. to know what

aspects bf the vast literature of tachistoscopic research using letters and

words is likely to be applicable to underdtanding thevnature of the processing

taking place during a fixation in.reading.

,e

A
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Table 1

Summary Statistics for All Eye Movement Data

in the Control Conditions

Fixation Duration

Mean S.D.

Percentage of Average Number

Median Forward Median Regressive Regressive of Fixations

Saccade Length Saccade Length Saccades per Line

No-mask Control

6568 245 113 8 5 23 10

No-switch Control

4309 265 120 7 5 22 11

Note. Fixation durations are given in milliseconds. Saccade lengths are given in

number of character positions; 4 character positions = 1 degree of visual angle.
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Table 2

Summary Statistics for Fixation Durations

Condition

,No-Switca Control

Mean S.D.

Experimental

N Mean S.D.

Prior Fixation Data 341 263 89 968 252 81'

First Fixation Data 358 282 86 1035 296 117

Following Fixation Data 289 268 91 826 279 113

Single Fixation Data 221 287 78 498 310 114
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Table 3

Average Durations of Fixations in the Region of the

Critical Word Classified by Condition and by Type

of Response on the Test

Condition and Type of Response Prior
Fixation

First
Fixation

Following
Fixation

Single
Fixation

No7switch Control
Mean 263 . 282a 268 287a

S.D. 89 86 91 . 78

N (341) , (358) (289). (221)

Experimental

Mean 254 291b 280 303b

Single Word S.D. 81 , 108 110 102

N (619) .(673) (538) (371)

Mean 250 313ab 276 337ab

Both Words S.D. 83 132 121 150

N (320) (330) (261) (107)

Note. Means in a column which have a superscript letter in common are significantly

different (2 <-05).
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Table 4

-

Average Duratiopn of Fixations on the Critical Word

for Single Word'Responses in the

ExperiMental Condition

Type of Responde First
Fixation

Single.

Fixation

Mean 259 269

FIrst Word Only. S.D. 86 '88

0 N (294) (156)

Mean 315* 327*

Second Word Only* S.D. - 117 106

(379) (215)

* Significantly different form the mean for the no-switch control

condition (la < .05 ).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Example of the sequence of displays,given to the subject in

the experimental condition.

figure 2. The frequency of reporting one or both of the critical words

at test in the 50, 80 and 120 mseo mask onset times of the experimental and

no-switch control oonditions.

Figure 3. The percentage of responses on which only the first or second

presented word was chosen when the fixations are centered to the lefi.or right

of the critical'letter position. Eyeposition values indicate the number of

character positions away from the critical letter position, where negative'

values are to the left.of the critical letter.

Figure 4. The frequenOy of reporting one or both of the critical words

at test in the 50, 80, and 120 wee mask onset times of the experimental

conditionwhen the critical letter is the first or fourth letter of the

critical'word.

Figure 5. Probability of reporting one or both of the critical words at

test for 30 msec intervals of thelauration of the second word during fi:ations

which were the only fixations on the critical word in the experimental

condition.



Elapsed Time

(msec.)

CendltIon'

1 2 3 Display

0 o 0 The underground caverns were meant to house hidden. tombs, but.tlien the

50 80 120 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxpxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

80 110 150 The UndergroUnd caverns were meant to house hidden bombs, but then the
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